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About This Game

This version on Steam is the Director's Cut version that has additional content and features from the original Japanese release, all
thanks to our Kickstarter backers. You can switch to Japanese by pressing the J key on your keyboard, or back to English with the E

key.

fault is a series of Science Fantasy Cinematic Novels using a unique 3D Camera system for a visually immersive reading
experience, which follow the story of a princess named Selphine and her Royal Guardian Ritona. When a sudden assault

devastates their homeland of Rughzenhaide, the two are forced to escape… but somehow end up teleported into an unknown
forest full of vegetation they don’t recognize. The atmosphere is thick and heavy. There is no sign of life, which is very unusual

for such a lush forest. Something is wrong about the land… But they are too startled to notice what.

Who were the attackers and what was their goal?
Where did Selphine and Ritona end up?

Will the two make it home safely?
And more importantly, what has happened to their homeland?

Follow Selphine, the bubbly, happy-go-lucky Princess and her sharp-witted but slightly misanthropic Royal Guardian Ritona, on
their journey of a lifetime back to their homeland of Rughzenhaide.

fault's episodes are called "milestones" and scheduled to be released periodically, created by ALICE IN DISSONANCE,
brought to you by Sekai Project.
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This game is more than a meme, even in early access it already delivers short amount of quality time, even with all the bugs and
missing in-game settings.

For devs:
Muted music starts playing again when restarting the round or going back to menu, this could potentially draw streamers away
from this game in the fear of getting copyright striked or muted VODs.
Get completely rid of needing a mouse, some of us use the controller further away from pc.
Better controller settings support so no one has to do the tweaking from outside the game.
When applying vertical axis for xbox controller triggers, it makes the left trigger as gas and right trigger as reverse, switch it
other way around so right one is the gas.
Minimap would be great.

For controller users:
- Before game starts there is a popup window, go to inputs and change these.
- Vertical axis = Gas and reverse = Put this to right thumbstick. And dont even try to put it to triggers becouse doesnt work yet
as it should, maybe devs will fix it soon.
- Horizontal axis = Steering = Put this to left thumbstick.
- Jump = Brake = Put this to left bumber or right bumber that is L1 or R1 for ps4 controllers.
- Dont mind the other buttons, they do nothing so you dont need to assign them to anything.. Great Multiplayer Game

Grab 3 other friends and give it a go.. This is one of the best action RPGs I played on Steam. Yes, it's very reminiscent of the
SNES Zelda, but that should be considered a big plus. The gameplay is very tight with constant things to do and places to go. It
never gets old. And right up until the end, it's totally entertaining. It's not very challenging, but getting 100% does take extra
effort. It's a very well put together game that any fan of Zelda or Alundra (remember that one?) should check out.. +All look
nice.

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Duration 4 hours

Some games age well, this one hasn't. The environments are very plain. The combat is horrible. Why is there even combat in the
first place? Same dogs, over and over. I believe the sequel has removed the combat, excellent choice.

Story was ok. But to put this in perspective, half-life 2 was released in 2004. This is 2007 and looks like something from the
1990s.

I'll probably play the sequels, as this was relatively short. But I can't recommend this game in 2019 when there are games like
Soma and Aliens Isolation you can play.

4\/10. The base game was a really promising but rough-around-the-edge English visual novel from an indie studio. It did justice
to Japanese VN roots while taking on its own flair, with a unique story, cute characters and a lot of choices.

This DLC does not do Army Gals any justice at all. It's a really cheesy poker simulator (I lost two games before getting all the
girls to strip down) that's riddled with grammatical and spelling errors, It feels like it was obviously made to be fap-bait; it
doesn't refer to the original story at all except that they're survivors. I have to assume this is from the harem end, which is fine,
but even the harem ending did justice to how each girl was unique.

In Poker Night, there's barely anything that allows you to differentiate between Edda's no-nonsense personality, Raen's loose
behavior and Andrea's pouty shyness. They spout some vaguely character specific stuff at the start, as the game is set up, and
then with each round of Poker they repeat their own specific line. Hell, even when they strip, they say the same thing.

To be honest, that would be fine if this game was fap-worthy. I've played worse things to get a quick eyeful, after all. However,
this isn't even that. I'm not sure if I missed the R-18 patch, but all I got to see was underwear. That's fine usually (HuniePop
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comes to mind), but when I said Army Gals' art was unique, I didn't mean it could carry the game alone. While animation is
really cool, the girl's strip dancing is...oddly unnatural. They definitely put the most effort into Raen, so Edda and Andrea both
seem a little jerky and stretched.

It took me about twenty minutes to finish the entire thing, skipping dialogue once I realized how bad it was. I think writing this
review may have taken me longer. This is in no way worth it even for the starting sale price of $3.59. The writing is bad in
multiple ways, the characters don't really feel connected to the base game at all, and I couldn't even use it to get off. I was
excited to see how this would work and disappointed when I actually played through it.

The base game is still worth it, but avoid this.. Wont Even Launch Anymore On An Omen 1080, Used To Be Good Fun But Its
Unplayable Now Im Not Sure Why.. I have owned this game for over two years and i bought two seperate editions for each
computer when (if i remember correctly) i bought the basic Armada 2526 and the expansion Supernova at $20 a pop. Twice,
once for each computer. So now i have bought it on Steam and i have laid out $100.

Now i can play it on either computer without porting problems.

The game is by far more interesting to me as my years of playing it go on.

Yes, it needs some creative tinkering to make it an even better game in forms of management. I would love to be able to find
just the planets that have reserch staions that have become obsolete so i can both remove them and replace them without going
through hundreds of planets,

But if you like broad expansive strategy as well as figuring out how to make an economy work I think you will like this "game
of chess with few limits."
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Really relaxing game and is still getting substantial updates 7 years after it was released.. This is reasonably constructed point
and click adventure with some good points but it has some serious flaws that make the price of \u00a314 way too expensive. If
you find it on a half price sale it is worth considering.

The premise of this game is that you are a man in New York who, soon after moving into a new apartment, observes a police
squad forcefully arresting and abducting his neighbour while his terrified wife amd son look on. In your attempt to support the
man's family you discover all sorts of strange facts that suggest dark and conspiratorial motives for his arrest.

The gameplay is that of a traditional point and click adventure. Most of the plot advancement is through conversation and
exploring. There are some inventory based puzzles too, but not enough in my opinion.

The good:
Despite the occasional weak translations (to English) the characters are believable and the voice acting is pretty good.
The plot is engaging and sensible and doesn't leave any unanswered questions.
Object based puzzles are sensible.

The bad:
-The pathing is terrible. It is downright difficult to transition between some screens and the main character will sometimes run
around in a circle before going where you want him to.

-The scenery involves huge areas that take ages to get across and redundant screens. This makes moving between locations
tedious and annoying. This actively ruins one of the better puzzles because it takes a couple of minutes to go from the place
where you push a button to the place where you get feedback.

- Advancing the plot relies heavily on triggers. Sometimes those are sensible (like interrogating a character to reveal a new
location) but some triggers are completely irrelevant to the plot (for example you know what to do and where to go but you can't
do it until you've talked to your friend in the office, who has nothing whatsoever to do with the story).

I got this in a sale so I'm not disappointed I bought it but it is thoroughly mediocre.. The Spiritual Successor to XCOM. A must
buy!. So far, i like this game. I recomend it! And for those who allready buy it at early access stage and are complaining about it,
well... stop complaining and wait for v1.0! (DAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!)
Oh, by the way "99GameStudio", for a future update it could become handy an option to sell those components that we don't
want, as the same way for the decoration stuff.
Keep up with the good job! :D. the game that came after "there's poop in my soup". a little more challenging and less pooping,
for nwo you play in a dance game eatting food to drop your precious cargo on a dance floor. Wonderful!. Very cool game i liked
the part where i was a cat shooting rockets. this game can run in windows 10, just do a little extra work. First, press win + r, then
enter regedit,
 open files by this way HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunaga12PK\\Configs.
in the left side, find width and leagth bar. change the value to your current resolution. because the game is old, so it doesnt
support high resolution. when the game runs, there should be a cg at the beginning, if you still can't see it, change the value of
texture depth to 32, it might help.
i successfully run this game in my new win 10 system, so the game definitely can run in win10. so don't worry about it. if you
have any problem that i didnt list , just ask me i am happy to give some help.

win10\u4e5f\u662f\u53ef\u4ee5\u73a9\u7684\uff0c\u53ea\u662f\u53ef\u80fd\u8981\u9ebb\u70e6\u4e00\u70b9\u70b9\uff0c\
u5148\u53bb\u5f00\u59cb\u83dc\u5355\u641c\u7d22cmd\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u8f93\u51faregedit\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u4f9d\u
6b21\u6253\u5f00HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunaga12PK\\Configs\uff08\u53ef\u4ee5\u76f4\
u63a5\u590d\u5236\u5230\u8def\u5f84\u680f\u91cc\uff09\uff0c\u627e\u5230width\u9879\u548clength\u9879\uff0c\u4fee\u
6539\u6210\u4f60\u60f3\u8981\u7684\u5206\u8fa8\u7387\u5c31\u884c\uff0c\u56e0\u4e3a\u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u5f88\u8001\
u4e86\uff0c\u5206\u8fa8\u7387\u592a\u9ad8\u4e5f\u4e0d\u884c\uff0c\u6211\u670b\u53cb\u76841980*1080\u4e0d\u80fd\u
8fd0\u884c,\u5bf9\u4e86\uff0c\u518d\u8bf4\u4e00\u53e5\uff0c\u8fd8\u8981\u5148\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u904d\uff0c\u4e0d\
u7136\u627e\u4e0d\u5230\u6ce8\u518c\u8868\u7684\uff0c\u65e0\u8bba\u80fd\u4e0d\u80fd\u6b63\u786e\u8fd0\u884c\u90f
d\u6ca1\u6709\u5173\u7cfb\uff0c\u53ea\u8981\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u6b21\u5c31\u597d\uff0cwin10\u786e\u5b9a\u53ef\u4ee
5\u8fd0\u884c\u7684\uff0c\u6211\u91cd\u88c5\u5b8c\u7cfb\u7edf\u4e4b\u540e\u5728\u5168\u65b0\u7684\u7cfb\u7edf\u75
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